
I N S T R U C T I O N S :

Pour the desired amount of Eco Pour
activator liquid into a mixing cup. 

Add your colourant to the liquid before adding the
powder to disperse the colour easily or colours 
can also be added to the mixed powder and liquid
activator to create marble effects etc or to deepen the
shade if desired.

Add 2.5 times the amount of powder to liquid activator
(100ml (100g) of liquid would require 250g of powder)
This can be adjusted to suit your project - add more or
less powder to to achieve a runny or thicker pour. 

If mixing a larger quantity add small amounts of powder
at first and mix as you go to help mix the powder
without any lumps. 

Mix to a creamy consistency, ensuring the powder has
dispersed and there are no lumps in the mix. 

Immediately pour into the mould and agitate to remove
air bubbles. If the mixture thickens whilst pouring,
simply stir again to return to a runny consistency.  

Allow to harden for 20-40 minutes. The mould may feel
warm. This is normal. Remove from the mould after 1-2
hours.  Be proud and tag us in your creations!
@just4youonlineuk. 

For more help or advice contact us using the email
below. 

 

Mix ratio by weight - 2.5 parts powder to 1

part liquid activator (100ml of liquid

activator weighs 100g)

Workinng time -  10-20 minutes at 23ºc

Touch dry -  20-40 minutes 

Unmoulding - 1-2 hours (can be sanded

after 2 hours)

Shelf life - unlimited 

Heat resistant up to 125°C so perfect for

coasters!

Can be easily sanded with wet/dry

sandpaper 

Can be sealed to prevent staining and

water penetration. 

Easily coloured with any water based

pigment, acrylic paint/ink or our mica

powder range.

Eco Pour consists of two components: a

mineral powder and water based acrylic

binder
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Create beautiful cement textured or smooth well
known home decor trinkets such as coasters, 
bowls, vases, trays, soap dishes, jewellery or 
more - the possibilities are endless! 

Eco Pour is an environmentally friendly, non
toxic, water based casting and pouring
composite, so no harsh chemicals or solvents! 


